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 Petitioner Jeré Fabick, by and through his counsel, Cramer, Multhauf & 

Hammes, LLP, hereby notifies this Court that on November 20, 2020, Governor Tony 

Evers issued a fourth Executive Order declaring a public health emergency in the State 

of Wisconsin.  A copy of the latest emergency order, Executive Order 95, is enclosed 

with this Notice.  Fabick respectfully asks that the Court take judicial notice of this 

order as a public record.  See State v. Vesper, 2018 WI App 31, ¶17 n.4, 382 Wis. 2d 207, 

912 N.W.2d 418.       

As the Court is aware, the third state of emergency declaration, Executive Order 

90, was set to expire on November 21, 2020.  Fabick obviously could not have 

challenged the fourth emergency order declaration at the time his Petition was filed.  

The Petition, however, requested “a declaration that Governor Evers’ authority under 

Section 323.10 to declare a state of emergency in response to a single public health 

emergency is limited to a single 60-day period provided under the statute, unless 

extended by a joint resolution of the Legislature.”  This latest emergency order 

declaration is now the fourth time the Governor has declared COVID-19 a “public 

health emergency” under Wis. Stat. § 323.02(16).  Accordingly, the Governor (yet 

again) designated “the Department of Health Services as the lead agency to respond to 

the public health emergency” pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 323.10.    

Once again, Fabick does not dispute that COVID-19 meets the definition of a 

“public health emergency” as it is a “novel . . . biological agent.”  Wis. Stat. § 

323.02(16)(a).  But COVID-19 remains the same virus that it was in March when the 

Governor first declared a public health emergency.  If Executive Order 95 is permitted 
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to stand, Wisconsin will have spent 233 days in a “state of emergency” stemming from 

COVID-19, despite the Governor never receiving approval from the Legislature to 

extend the COVID-19 state of emergency beyond the 60-day limit set forth in Wis. 

Stat. § 323.10. 

The Governor is well aware that this latest emergency order declaration will fall 

if this Court invalidates Executive Orders 82 and 90.  Following a press conference on 

November 18, 2020, where the Governor announced his intent to issue the fourth state 

of emergency declaration, his chief legal counsel, Ryan Nilsestuen, acknowledged that 

the fate of the latest Executive Order was directly tied to the result of this Petition: 

“We had oral arguments earlier this week in a case that addresses the governor’s ability 

to issue public health emergencies.  I think that will provide clarity on the path forward 

rather than a new lawsuit.”  Mitchell Schmidt, Tony Evers to Extend Statewide Mask 

Mandate Into Next Year, WIS. STATE J., Nov. 19, 2020.1  Fabick agrees, and submits that 

Executive Order 95 is the Governor’s latest attempt to evade the time limitation in 

Wis. Stat. § 323.10.  Like Executive Orders 82 and 90, this Court should declare it 

unlawful and void.   

 

 

 

 

 
1 Available at https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/govt-and-politics/tony-evers-to-extend-statewide-mask-

mandate-into-next-year/article_17bcaae3-642f-5aa8-8c5c-e657fa1fd208.html.  

https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/govt-and-politics/tony-evers-to-extend-statewide-mask-mandate-into-next-year/article_17bcaae3-642f-5aa8-8c5c-e657fa1fd208.html
https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/govt-and-politics/tony-evers-to-extend-statewide-mask-mandate-into-next-year/article_17bcaae3-642f-5aa8-8c5c-e657fa1fd208.html
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EXECUTIVE ORDER #95 

Relating to Declaring a State of Emergency and 
Public Health Emergency 

WHEREAS, Wisconsin is facing a new and deadly disaster in this public 
health emergency which could result in a lack of medical care for Wisconsinites 
throughout the state. Wisconsin's hospitals are operating at or very near full 
capacity, and health care providers are struggling to keep up with the demand 
for care; 

WHEREAS, due in large part to the uncontrolled spread of COVID-19 in 
Wisconsin, the state faces a public health emergency that concerns the capacity 
to provide health care. This emergency affects all Wisconsinites needing hospital 
care, regardless of illness or ailment; 

WHEREAS, the State of Wisconsin is divided into seven healthcare 
emergency readiness coalition regions (HERC regions), which coordinate how 
public health, healthcare institutions, and first responder agencies respond to 
health emergencies and catastrophic events; 

WHEREAS, hospitals in every HERC region are strained, reporting that 
their intensive care units are often full and that they may no longer be able to 
accept new patients; 

WHEREAS, the majority of hospitals, including hospitals in every HERC 
region are reporting nearly every intensive care unit bed and every medical
surgical bed is full. More than one-third of all hospitals in Wisconsin are 
operating at peak capacity and are unable to admit new patients; 

WHEREAS, twenty-one percent of medical-surgical beds and thirty-two 
percent of intensive care unit beds are occupied by COVID-19 patients. With the 
large and growing influx of COVID-19 patients, there are fewer beds and 
resources available for people with non-COVID-19 conditions that require 
hospitalization; 

WHEREAS, the surge in patients has caused ripple effects through the 
hospital system, with intermediate care units treating more patients that would 
otherwise be transferred to the intensive care unit and fewer transfers to larger 
hospitals for patients needing higher levels of care; 

WHEREAS, Wisconsin's hospitals may continue to adapt to the new reality 
of a sustained surge by expanding into non-traditional patient care spaces and 
reducing or limiting elective procedures, ultimately impacting the access to care 
for COVID-19 and non-COVID19 patients alike; 

WHEREAS, however, the lack of hospital beds is not the only stressor for 
Wisconsin hospitals. Hospitals are facing widespread staffing shortages. One
third of Wisconsin hospitals are reporting critical staffing shortages. Forty-two 
percent of hospitals expect a critical staffing shortage within a week. Multiple 
hospital systems have requested and received staffing assistance from the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA); 
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WHEREAS, as a last resort, the state established the Alternative Care 
Facility to accommodate the overflow of low-acuity COVID-19 patients from 
Wisconsin hospitals and other health care facilities. The facility was created in 
April, 2020, but did not receive its first patient until October, 2020 . It now has 
had dozens of patients, including 1 7 patients currently at the facility; 

WHEREAS, the human and financial cost of this crisis is significant. 
Patients and medical providers are deferring treatment for non-COVID-19 
conditions, which can be harmful to the patient and more expensive in the long
run; 

WHEREAS, in order to protect the life and wellbeing of Wisconsinites, 
Wisconsin must take additional actions to ensure Wisconsinites have access to 
health care. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, TONY EVERS, Governor of the State of Wisconsin, 
by the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of this state, and 
specifically by Sections 321.39, 323.10, 323.12, and 323.13 of the Wisconsin 
Statutes, hereby: 

1. Determine that a disaster threatening and negatively impacting the life 
and health of Wisconsinites exists pursuant to Sections 323.10 and 
323.02(6) . 

2. Proclaim that a public health emergency, as defined in Section 323.02(16) 
of the Wisconsin Statutes, exists for the State of Wisconsin. 

3. Designate the Department of Health Services as the lead agency to respond 
to the public health emergency and direct the Department to take all 
necessary and appropriate measures to address this public health 
emergency. 

4. Authorize the Adjutant General to activate the Wisconsin National Guard 
as necessary and appropriate to assist in the State's response to the public 
health emergency. 

5 . Direct all state agencies to assist as appropriate in the State's ongoing 
response to the public health emergency. 

6. Pursuant to Section 323.10 of the Wisconsin Statutes, this State of 
Emergency from this Public Health Emergency shall remain in effect for 
60 days, . or until it is revoked by the Governor or by joint resolution of the 
Wisconsin State Legislature. 

By the Governor: 

~ /ts ~~ ({ffc 
LAS LAOLLETTE 

Secretary of State 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have 
hereunto set my hand and caused the Great 
seal of the State of Wisconsin to be affixed. 
Done at the Capitol in the City of Madison 
this twentieth day of November in the year 
of two thousand twenty. 

TONY EVERS 
Governor 


